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ABSTRACT 

A system for the·dlrect recording of track positions in spark 

chamber experiments te deecribed. The system usee a Vidicon 

television camera as the digitizing device that recorda the track positions 

in digitized form. This information, aa weU as that received from other 

electronic devicee in an experiment, ta held temporarily in a core storage 

and subsequently traneferred onto magnetic tape in a format suitable for 

further analyeia by computer. 

•' J' I ,, 
'"' .. :: .'. . . . . ' . . ' . · ... 

PreeeDted at CERN meett.as "Oft FUm·~•• Spark I Chamber Techniques 

and Aeeoclated Computer Use" held at Oeneva, Swltsel'land, Mal'ch 3 to 

6, t 964. Tille paper was preeented jointly by hede~t.ck Kirsten and 

Vt.ctol' Perea-Mendea. I 
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L INTRODUCTION 

The large output of spark chamber events recorded on film and 

the subsequent labor involved in their analysis by use of manually 

operated diglti11ing machines has prompted the development of faster and 

more accurate data-processing devicese 

The problem of automatic digitization of tracks from spark chambers 

ia considerably simpler than in the analogous case of bubble chambers. 

Simplification of spark chamber tracks is possible because the selection 

of events ia counter controlled and hence the desired track is accompanied 

by few, if any, accidental trackse Furthermore, since in many spark 

chamber applications the useful tracks form straight linea or arcs of a 

circle (if the chamber ia in a magnetic field), the ttpattern recognition" 

aspects of an automatic scanning device used for bubble chamber pictures 

reduce to the simpler case of a position-digitizing device with provisions 

for rejecting obvious background, or random aparkse In the approach we 

follow here, this last task la left to the versatility of the computer, which 

aorta out and compiles the digitized informatione 

The digitizing system we describe below consists of a Vidicon 

television-camera tube with associated electronic circuits built into an 

electrostatically and magnetically shielded assembly that can operate in an 

environment of spark chamber and accelerator electrical noise. At present 

the system ia designed to store the locations of two sparks per gap per view 

of the chamber (this n~ber does not include the often-present spurious 

corner and edge sparking,. which can be gated out). The digitization is done 

by using standard 20-Mc scalers, which record the positions of the sparks 

relative to a system of fiducial slits located at the extremities of each 

chamber view.. The digitized information is temporarily stored in a 6000-bit 

magnetic -core buffer and then transferred onto magnetic tape for subsequent 

processing by the 7090 computer. 

From the description given below it is clear that the same Vidicon 

camera can serve also as the digitizing device to analyze spark chamber 

pictures that are taken with a suitable format of views and fiducials. It 

la also clear that the a~~uracy, speed, and data-baDdllng capacity for which 

\ we a~:e now aiming is not the maxl.-num attainable with existing elect~:onic 
\ 

components and techniques; we recognize that it is atao possible to achieve 
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greater versatility, although at greater cost and with more complications, 

by designing the system to be "on-line" to a computer. 

The digitizing logic of the scanner, described in the following 

sections. requires a format of the various spark chamber views in which 

the images of all the plates appear parallel to one another on the faceplate 

of the Vidicon. The simplest case utilizing this format is that of a single 

multigap spark chamber with two perpendicular .:.tereo views projected in 

a parallel array by mirrors. 

Now in preparation at the Berkeley t84-inch cyclotron is an experiment 

to determine proton polarization from ,_p scattering. The spark chamber 

is used to analyze the angular distributions of the proton after it is scattered . 

from a carbon converter placed in front of the chamber~ 

U. VIDEO DIGITIZINO CAMERA 

Oeneral·Deecription 

A Vidicon camera is employed because of its high resolution, image

storage ability, and simplicity of operation. The operation of the Vidicon 

is illustrated in Fig. i. The sensitive element consists of a photoconductive 

layer deposited okl a transparent conducting surface, This layer is charged 

to a homogeneou·s negative potential by a low-velocity electron scanning 

beam. Wuminated portions of the target become discharged; the signal 

·output from the Vidicon is obtained when the electron scanning beam recharges 

these spots. The charging current is then measured across the anode 

resistor that is at the input of the video amplifier. This amplifier has a 

gain of 30 with a bandwidth of tO Me and is mounted in close proximity to 

the Vidicon anode in order to minimize the stray capacity and noise pickup. 

The Vic!lcon camera is well shielded, both electrostatically and 

magnetically. Figure Z shows the concentric electrostatic and mu•metal 

magnetic shields that enable the camera to operate in magnetic fields up to 

50 a. without affecting the low-velocity electron scanning beam of the 

Vidicon. Since the Vidicon stores the optical lmag.e it receives on the anode 

· '· · photoconductive layer for ma11y milliseconds, it is possible to delay the 
I 

start of the ecan.lling and digitizing cycle until the electrical transients 

· · · produced by the spark .:hamber dlacharge have d.lsap~ared. Ill our case 

thla delay perioclla ZO .,.sec, anci the electrostatic ahl~lding la more than 

sufficient to prevent any transients from feeding through . to the core 

storage • 
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Figure 3 shows the two views of a tO-gap spark chamber as "seen" 

by the Vidicon. Sparks are digitized by scanning the Vidicon parallel to 

the image of the epark chamber plates.. The fiducial arrangement consists 

of illuminated slits placed on both ends of the spark chamber. The left-

band slits are stopped down so that they mark the central region of each 

spark gap. As the sweep proceeds in the slow-sweep direction, the first 

video signal, from a left-band alit, seta the digitizing logic so that 

digitization starts on the following fast sweep. U a spark is present, a ZO·Mc 

scaler is turned on when the sweep passes over the spark and is turned off 

when the sweep passes ·over the right-hand fiducial. A 50-.,.sec fast-sweep 

time is used: thus our quantitizing error ls i part in tOOO. At present, 

two scalers are available for digitization and they may be used to digitize 

either two sparks per gap, or one spark per gap and the total gap length. 

To improve accuracy, the digitizing is repeated twice in each gap; the 

average of these two sweeps is delivered to the buffer store. 

The signal that turns the digitizing scalers on and off is obtained 

from a-gated discriminator.. Thio discriminator is set to trip at a level of 

50 mV on the output of the video amplifier after two differentiations that 

produce a "zero crossover pulse. 10 The first differentiation-with a time 

constant of t60 nsec -trips the amplitude gating pulse. which io set at a safe 

level above the noise background.. The second difierentiation-with a time 

constant of 50 naec-produces the zero crossover pulse.. These pulses are 

shown in Fig. 4. A spark is distinguishe~ by the digitizing logic from a 

fiducial-slit pulse by the requirement of a further gating pulse that is 

correlated in time with the sweep pulse, and thus with the spatla.l position 

of the fiducial slits. This gating-pulse logic also minimizes triggering on 

spurious random sparks by requiring that the digitized sparks be in the 

vicinity of the scintUlatio~ counter that triggered the chamber. as shown in 

Fig. 3. These internal gating signals are adjusted by intensification of the 
corresponding portions of the sweep on a monitor scope that lo simultaneously 

displaying the spark chamber image. This same scope is aleo used in 

monitoring the alignment of the digitizing sweeps parallel to the spark 

chamber plates; the two dtgitizlng sweeps are intensified and can be located 

at the center of each gap. 

Onee an event baa been digitized, it is necelusalrv:to erase completely 

(1. e. , recharge the Vidicon target). To accomplish this erasure, the 
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·electron beam ia defocused and the beam current increased. Three 5-msec 

sweeps of the Vidicon target are made immediately after an event has been 

digitized, and thereafter periodic recharging scans are made during the 

off-gate time of the cyclotron beam. The slow-sweep sequence of scan, 

erase, and recharge is shown in lN.g. S. 

At present we are using a ZSO-line scan. The sweep speed is 

50 .,.sec and has a to-.,.sec fiyback. The scanning time is thus iS msec: an 

additional iS msec is required per complete erasure and recharging. With 

the Vidicon tube (RCA 7Z63A) that we are now using, the signal level bas 

decayed to ,. 50"/o of the initial value at the end of the full scan.· 

Performance· Testa 

We have tested the Vidicon camera and digitizing logic, both with 

illuminated grid lines and with coomic rays triggering the tO-plate spark 

chamber referred to above. These testa show an average signal-to-noise 

ratio greater than tO to 1 while the camera, ZO ft from the chamber, is 

operated with an 85-mm lena eet at an f/8 aperture.. The spark chamber 

wae filled with the usual (90% Ne)-(tO,-o He) mixture, and the energy per 

spark was = 0. 05 joule .. 

Under these operating' conditions; cpark positions were reproducibly 

located to an accuracy of better than 0. t% of the full sweep• with a drift of 

O.t4'o over a 24:.h period.. Two sparks could be resolved and their positions 

digitized if their relative spad.ng were > i~ of the full:.aweep length. These 

figures do not represent the limiting resolution and. reproducibility of the 

Vidicon tube; they are a measure of the over-all performance of thia system 

and include some noiae and drift from the video amplifier. 

It l~ Worthwhile to point out here that it 1~ possible to shorten 

considerably the present 30-maec dead time per event by using existing 

faster electronics such as tOO-Me ocalere.. .Furthermore; the dead tlme per 

event would' remam the same if a number of Vidicon cameras were used 

simUltaneously to scan various seta .of parallel plateo in a complicated 

experimental array. This can be done by providin. each camera with its 

own cUgltlzlng scalers and atagrJerins the read-out time for each set of 

scalers-which takes only a few mlcroaeconds-and utilizing the· time between 
·,' ' ,, . , . . , I 

· · sweeps fo"r duo purpose. ·I · 
'' !,: . . l 

• t . ' ~ •. 
'.· t I • . l 

. 'i , 'It 'I • ·. 

• ~ #' l • ' • • 
1,"' . ' I 

• ', , l ~ ' ,: ,• I ( •, • : '' . f l '!' I ' ! ! 
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m. DATA PROCESSINO 

The data-recording system used with the Vidicon digitizer is called 

"Alpha 63. 10 It has been designed as a general-purpose system, capable 

of being used in many different typea of experiments. ln a spark chamber 

experiment, it accepts data from the several associated sources as events 

occur, at a random rate. It puts the data into a prearranged format and 

transfers it to a magnetic-core buffer store. When the buffer store is 

filled, the information is recorded on magnetic tape. The format of the 

recorded information is suitable for direct entry into a computer such as the 

IBM 7094. 

The block. diagram of Fig. 6 shows Alpha 63 and three of the external 

data sources that it services. These are: (a) the Vidicon digitizer, (b) the 

· scintillation counters and associated electronics, and (c) accumulative 

1,1calers and manually controlled data regiater,a. Data from the third source 

are recorded only twice for e~!=h experimental run of several hundred or 

several thousand events, and produce what is known as an identification 

record. 

·~re 7 shows the format of the recorded data for one event from 

the first two sources above. For a tO-gap spark chamber, the data are 

contained in t4 computer words. Each of these words contains 36 bits, as 
is typical::-.:. th" IBM 7090 series of computers. Two-thirds of the first 

word is used. as event identification. The details of this portion are shown 

in Fig. 7(b). The first iS bits contain the serial number of the particular 

event. Bits t6 through 24 contain other information, such as the number 

of the scintillation counter that detected the particular event. 

The remaining 13 t/3 words contain as many as 40 addresses 

(tO gaps X 2 sparks per gap X 2 views) of the particular event. These 

addressee are placed in a fixed, prearranged format. Such a format 

eliminates the requirement of recording gap identification with each address 

and thereby reduces the required number of bits. As shown, the first 

two t2-bit words contain the binary addressee of the first and second 

sparks found in the first gap, first view. When either the second or both 

sparks are missing the corresponding t2-bit words contain all zeros. 

The second two t2-bit words contain the binary addre'ssea of the first and 
. I 

second sparks found in the second gap, first view, etc. 
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Details of the t2-bit address words are in Fig. 7(e). Ten bite 

contain the binary address, giving a capacity of t.OZ4 possible spark 

positions. Two bits provide a code that can indicate, for example, if 

more than two sparks were found in the gap, or if the tO bits contain the 

"fiducial address.;! The latter represents the distance between the start 

and stop fiducial marks, &tid i.e used as one of the means of calibrating the 

system. One feature of the syatem is that the first and last recorded 

events of a run are automatically used as calibration eventt~. At these 

times, the digitizer b commanded to digitize the distance between the 

fiducial marks. This inclicates to the computer the extent of the active 

area of the chamber and allows it to cheek for drifts in the digitizing 

system.· 

In Fig. 6, the block labeled "data combiner" controls the sequence 

of occurrences during the storage of an event. When the fast electronics 

detects the signatttre of a desired ty-pe of event, it fires the spark chambers 

and signals the data combiner. The latter first inhibita further collection 

of data and then transfers the 2.4 bits of event identificadon into the buffer 

store. Next it signals the Vidicon digitizer to commence digitizing the 

addresses of sparks in the chamber and simultaneouoly connects the output 

of the digitizer to the input of the buffer store. The digitizer then ieauea 

the forty 12-bit words containing the spark addressee and erases the 

Vidicon target. When finished, the digitizer signals the data combiner, 

resets its data register&e advances the event-serial-number register by one, 

and removee the inhibit condition on the fast electronics. The fast eler-tronies 

now searches for another event. 

The buffer store bas a capacity of 5iZ tZ·bit wordoo When the store 

ls filled to capacity by the clata from t2 events, the contents are transferred 

in a block onto the magnetic tape. During the 25 msec required for the 

transfer, the data combiner inhibits further acquisition of data • 

. The format of the data on the tape ia similar to that in Fig. 7 (a) 

except that the words are broken into characters of 6 bits plus one odd· 

parity bit each. The tZ events are recorded withoUt separation. In computer· 
\ termtnolosy, this comprises one data record. Each., record contains 

· t,088 characters. At a writing density of 800 cbaractera per inch, a record 
I 

therefore occupies i.Z5 inches of tape pluo an 0. 75-in!:h record gap. A 

2400-foot reel of tape has a capacity of i7 5,800 event~. 
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At the start and finish of each experimental run an identification 

record is put on the magnetic tape. At the start, its purpose ls to record 

tho serial number of the run for the benefit of the computer. At the end 

of the run, it contains the accumulation of several monitor scalers and 

other manually entered conditione of the rune 

In systems of this size, it is essential to have readily available 

facilities for testing and monitoring. Means for monitoring the operation 

of certain critical parts and of the over-all performance are needed. 

Methods of simulating !nput signals to some of the blocks should be provided. 

Then, while building the equip~.:nt (or in caee of malfunction), one can 

' separate it into its functional parts and work on them separately. And 

during an experiment, one can reassure oneself regarding the operation 

not only of the spark chamber but of the electronics as well. Some of the 

facilities of this type that are built into the digitizer and Alpha 63 are· 

described below .. 

The Vidicon and digitizing logic have aeveral visual monitors, one 

of which ie called an analog monitor scope.. It is similar to a television 

monitor set in that lt presents the video inlormation from the Vidicon 

camera tube, but it also has other important features.. The z axis (intensity) 

of the analog monitor CRT can be activated by several signals besides the 

raw video. One source of activation is the amplitude discriminator in the 

video chain following the Vidicon tube. Whenever a Vidicon signal exceeds 

the threshold of this discriminator, a .apot on the. analog monitor brightens 

to indicate that a potential spark has been discovered.. As a second feature 
-i.·-.:.,:. .. . .-~.-.,: the particular horizontal sweeps actually engaged in searching for and 

digitizing sparks can be intensified. Also the positions of gates that 

activate the digitizer in only certain parts of the sweep can be shown on the 

analog monitor .. 

A second visual monitor is called the digital monitor. The magnetic· 

tape unit has both a write and a reac! head. The read bead scans the digital 

information on the magnetic tape a few mUliseconds after it is recorded. 
\ 

A parity check is made at thf.a time. The digital mQnitor interprets the 
! 

data read by the read head, performs a digital analog conversation, and 

plots on a CAT the positions of the sparks as detected., digitized, and 

recorded.. The display is a temporary one, but beea~ae of the persistence 
I 

of the CRT, can be seen for at least iS seconds. It is repeated each time 
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a data record la put onto tape. Reasonable-appearing displays on the digital 

monitor are assurances that the entire system is operating properly. 

The visual readout block (a third visual monitor) is a device for 

monitoring data either from the data combiner or from the characters 

read from the magnetic tape. The data is displayed on three banks of 

36 lamps· each. Using the visual readout, one can compare the data bit 

by bit ae recieved from the fast electronics and after being read from tape. 

The reliability achieved with Alpha 63 has been gratifyina. It 

was constructed entirely with silicon transistors (mostly .ZN706) and diodes. 

When used recently with a Bevatron experiment, it ran continuously for 

several months with only one circuit fault, caused by a translator failure. 

Since approximately 4500 transistors were used, this represents a transistor 

failure rate of the order of O.Oio/o per 1000 hours for the transistors. 

A possible alternative to the data-recording system described would 

be one using an on ... line computer, thereby bypassing the magnetic tape 

recording process. 

As presently used, the Alpha 63 system is capable of recording 

information from the tO-gap chamber at a rate of about 30 events per 

second. About 30 msec per event is contributed by the Vidicon and digitizer 

and about Z5 maec per i2. events by the time to transfer by buffer store to 

tape. The latter time is short compared to the Vidicon dead time. Thus, 

from the standpoint of speed alone, there is little advantage in using an on• 

Une computer. 
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Figure Captions. 
"~:':'" ,:.l2.3· i. Cross-section view of a Vidicon tube. 
·~7'·~ tY - -l.;)· 2. Vidicon camera removed from its shield. 

.Fig •. 3 • T~o views of a. iO-gap spark chamber as see~ by the Vidicon 
' . ' . . . ' . :, ' . . ' . I'' . '. 

camera. The fast (horizontal} sweep is from left to. ri.ght: the_ 
. ' -' . - . ' . . .. 

siow (vertical) sweep is from top to bottom •. 
' '.. . . . .' . . 

Fig. 4. Single spark signals from the Vidicon camera •. Upper, after 

.. ~n~ difi~rentiation; lowerQ ~ftertt~o differenti~~iona.· ... 
' . '. . . . ; ' . . ' ' ·' ' ';.' ; : '•; .. ' . '. 

Fig. 5. . Slow-speed sequence as planned for cyclotron use. . . . , , 
Fig. 6~·. :Block diag;am of the Atpba-63. ~ta .. pr~cess~g· unit.~~ .used: . 

; ': , ' , • . ; , ' I ' . , , . , ·, ,, ; : , ' ' • . • '. • , I • • • : o ' I ~ 

.. ,with _a ':idi~on digitizing unit .• , . , .. ,, . . ... . : . , . , 

Fig. 7. Format of recorded ~ata for, o~e event .from ~he Vitiic::_on .... 

digitizer and the scintillation counters. . ' . ; . . . . . ~ . 

(a) Format of an event partial record. .. Number~ refer to 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 

gap/view/ spark numbers, e. g. , 9ZZ is data of gap 9, ~ew 2, 
:, • • • • , j t '•' : ,, • I ' ' , • I 'r •' • '' ' 

· .... spark .ffl.. 
(b) Event-identification ·rord. 

' ,1 ' ' . ;· ••. • ' ' 'I 

(c) Spark-address word. 
: •·. ! ' • . ' 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 

sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com• 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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